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  Dear members of the Italian 
Chamber of Commerce in Vietnam, Italian 
and Vietnamese friends,

Last August, I began my mission as the 
new Italian Ambassador to Vietnam. A few 
weeks after starting my service in Hanoi, 
I wish to express to all of you my pleasure 
for this new professional commitment 
which brings me back to Asia, a continent 
of paramount importance. Asia has been 
the focus of a major part of my career as 
an Italian diplomat, as I served in the past 
as deputy head of mission in China and as 
Ambassador to the Republic of Korea.
In a framework of the increasingly close 
relations between our countries, on an 
institutional, economic and cultural 
level, 2023 represents a year of special 
importance. Indeed, it marks the fiftieth 
anniversary of diplomatic relations 
between Italy and Vietnam and the tenth 
anniversary of the signing of the Strategic 
Partnership between our two countries.

The bilateral relationship is constantly advancing in solidity, depth and 
effectiveness, supported by a network of intense economic and cultural 
ties and institutional connections. In such a special year, we exchanged 
several high-level visits, culminating in the state visit carried out in Italy 
by Vietnamese President Vo Van Thuong, which reciprocates the one 
carried out in 2015 in Vietnam by President Mattarella.
2023 also celebrates the fifteen years of operation of ICHAM. The 
Italian institutions in Vietnam have always had a relationship, a close 
and intense collaboration with the Chamber, due to the importance we 
attach to its action. ICHAM actually plays a fundamental role not only in 
promoting trade and access to such dynamic markets but also contributes 
to intensifying people’s relationships.
The trade figures between Italy and Vietnam reached an all-time record 
in 2022, highlighting how the cooperation of institutions, business 
associations and stakeholders is profitable and effective when we act 
as a whole team. By continuing to collaborate with commitment, I am 
confident that, despite the challenges that lay in front of us, we will be 
able to achieve even more ambitious goals and new important successes.

I wish the Italian Chamber of Commerce in Vietnam all the best.

Welcome message from
HE. Ambassador
Marco della Seta

“

“

 MESSAGE FROM ICHAM

HE. Ambassador Marco della Seta,
Embassy of Italy in Hanoi
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ACTIVITIES
& EVENTS From July 12 to 13, 2023, at Suntec Singapore Convention & Exhibition Centre, 

ICHAM accompanied and supported 3 Vietnamese businesses to participate in the 
“Italian Food & Beverage in Singapore (IFBS)” project. The project is organized by 
the Italian Chamber of Commerce in Singapore and coordinated by various Italian 
Chambers of Commerce in Asia.

The project aimed to create opportunities to meet and seek commercial potential 
between Italian manufacturers in the Food & Beverages Industry and buyers from 13 
countries in the region: Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, Vietnam, Japan, Australia, 
Hong Kong, Thailand, China, Korea, Philippines, Cambodia, and Myanmar.

The event gathered more than 30 Italian companies, more than 50 buyers in the Asian 
region with more than 1,200 B2B meetings held and more than 600 guests attending.

This is the 5th version of IFBS and also for the first time in the post-pandemic era. 
Through two working days of B2B meetings, introductions, product tastings and in-
person meetings, both sides expressed positive feedback about the event as well as 
potentials and opportunities for cooperation in the future.

HIGHLIGHTED NEWS

“Italian Food and Beverage in Singapore (IFBS)” 
Project

ICHAM and Vietnamese business representatives
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On July 12th, the Italian Chamber of Commerce in Vietnam 
(ICHAM) along with Seiterre - a major Italian wine production 

company - organized a Seiterre wine promotion event. In this mission 
to Vietnam, Mr. Carlo Alberto, the representative from the winery,  
hopes to introduce the company’s variety of wine and meet prospective 
distributors in Vietnam through a mini Masterclass, and B2B meetings 
in Hanoi and HCMC.

The Masterclass was hosted successfully 
with the participation of more than 20 
sommeliers and representatives from 
different wine distributors from Vietnam. 
Mr. Alberto introduced six different wines, 
including various red, rosé and white 
wines, from two signature Seiterre lines - 
the Traditional and Orizzonti. Following 
a brief networking lunch, Mr. Alberto met 
and discussed with representatives from 
most prominent wine distributors and 
visited several famous wine showrooms 
around Hanoi. 

Then, Mr. Alberto, along with ICHAM 
Executive Director Mr. Tran Thanh 
Quyet continued his mission to Ho 
Chi Minh city, where he conducted 
multiple B2B meetings. In addition to 
introducing Seiterre to significant wine 

distributors, the representative also 
discussed promising import potential to 
the Vietnamese market. 

About Seiterre: Born in 1877 from the 
passion dedicated by Rizzi family to the 
cultivation of grape and the production 
of wine in their farm in Trentino area 
(North of Italy), Seiterre today, with the 
fifth generation, means a large company 
present with its own production on 350 
hectares in six different Regions in Italy: 
Trentino, Veneto, Friuli, Lombardia, 
Piemonte, Toscana. That’s the meaning 
of the name “Seiterre”: 6 territories, 6 
different geographical areas, climates, 
terrains, and different grape varieties 
that make the most famous Italian wines 
worldwide.

SEITERRE MISSION to Hanoi and HCMC Official State visit from
HE. President Vo Van Thuong to Italy
and an Interview by ICHAM Chairman

From 25th to 28th July, President HE Vo 
Van Thuong and his spouse conducted an 
official state visit to Italy at the invitation 
of President of the Italian Republic SE 
Sergio Mattarella. This visit took place 
as Vietnam and Italy recently celebrated 
50 years of diplomatic relations and 10 
years of strategic partnership, which 
would help further strengthen bilateral 
relations between Italy and Vietnam. 

Welcome HE. Vo Van Thuong and his 
spouse were officials and experts from 
the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
HE. Maria Tripodi - Undersecretary for 
Foreign Affairs, HE. Antonio Alessandro 
– Ambassador of Italy to Vietnam, and 
HE. Duong Hai Hung, Ambassador of 
Vietnam to Italy. On this trip, HE. Vo Van 
Thuong met with the President, Prime 
Minister, and other representatives 
from various regions in Italy, to discuss 

economics, politics, social relations 
between Vietnam and Italy. 

ICHAM Chairman Mr. Michele D’Ercole 
was present in the state visit and had 
the chance to meet and exchange with 
high-ranking Italian and Vietnamese 
government officials from the diplomatic 
delegations. 

To comment on this event, on July 28th, 
Mr. Michele D’Ercole had a brief interview 
with VTV4 on the official State visit by 
President HE. Vo Van Thuong to Italy. 
According to our Chairman, this State 
visit left a good impression. In particular, 
the highlight of the visit was the Italian 
Parliament ratifying the EU-Vietnam 
Investment Protection Agreement 
(EVIPA). The ratification of the agreement 
is expected to create a foundation for Italy 
to increase investment in this Southeast 
Asian country. 

President of Vietnam, HE. Vo Van Thuong’s arrival to Italy
Mr. Carlo Alberto, Seiterre Representative and Mr. Tran Thanh 

Quyet at the B2B meetings in HCMC
Mr. Carlo Alberto, Seiterre Representative and Mr. Tran Thanh 

Quyet at Seiterre Masterclass in Hanoi
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On September 7th, the Italian Chamber of Commerce in Vietnam - ICHAM organized 
the Seminar “Sustainability and Energy Transition”, within the framework of The First 
ICHAM Cup Golf Tournament. The seminar is under the patronage of the Consulate 
General of Italy in Ho Chi Minh City and in collaboration with Pacific Group Co Ltd 
and Vietnam ASEAN Hydrogen Club (VAHC). 

The seminar included speeches from Prof. 
Marco Abbiati, Science Attaché from the 
Embassy of Italy to Vietnam; Assoc. Prof. Dr. 
Nguyen Hong Quan, Director of the Institute 
for Circular Economy Development (ICED), 
Vietnam National University-HCM City and 
Mr. Marco Borsatti - Export Manager, Idro 
Group. The technical speeches were followed 
by a Panel discussion, from our presenters 
and additional experts, including Mr. Stefano 
Bianchi, Director of Business Development, 
Idro Group Italy; Mr. Le Ngoc Anh Minh, Executive Chairman & Founder Pacific 
Group; Mr. Frank Pogade - CEO of Water Solutions, Chairman of Water Working 
Group GGSC, Eurocham; and Mr. Giandomenico Zappia, Eurocham Board Member 
(Moderator).

The seminar ended with a Cooperation Agreement Signing between Pacific Group 
and Idro Group, and a networking dinner with fine Italian cuisine, with enthusiastic 
participation from our guests. 

“Sustainability and Energy Transition” Seminar

“Sustainability and Energy Transition” Seminar

“Sustainability and Energy Transition’’ Seminar

On September 8, at Tan Son Nhat Golf Course, The First ICHAM Cup Golf 
Tournament officially kicked off. This is one of the events in a series of activities 
celebrating the 15th anniversary of the establishment of the Italian Chamber of 
Commerce in Vietnam (ICHAM). The tournament ended successfully with more 
than one hundred participants, honored guests, and successful businessmen and 
members of ICHAM.

With the exciting Ambrose Scramble format, and competing in pairs to encourage 
networking and camaraderie, the golfers not only showed off their talents but also 
created a cheerful atmosphere in this meaningful event. That being said, this is not only 
a competition for golfers but also an opportunity for domestic and foreign businesses, 
Vietnam’s associations of foreign enterprises and famous brands to connect and share 
experiences.

After many hours of intense competition, the tournament finally found the Winning 
team - Mr. Le Cong Linh and Mr. Andrew Hung Pham, with the prize of two round-
trip tickets to Europe by Vietnam Airlines, as well as awards for other talented players 
with equally amazing prizes. The Gala Dinner was also packed with fun activities such 
as the lucky draw sessions, live music, and Italian cuisine. 

ICHAM would like to thank all participants and express our deep gratitude to our 
sponsors!

 The First ICHAM Cup Golf Tournament

Excited golfers at the golf tournament
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“Stay Export” is project born from the 
collaboration of Unioncamere (Italian 
Union of Chambers of Commerce, 
Industry, Handicrafts and Agriculture) 
and Assocamerestero (Association of 
Italian Chamber of Commerce Abroad), 
with the aim to support Italian SMEs 
in their internationalization process, 
by providing information, guidance 
and assistance. The Italian Chamber of 
Commerce in Vietnam (ICHAM) has 
been assigned to conduct the project in 
Vietnam. 

Stay Export Project 2023

A mentoring session for Italian companies

ICHAM CONNECTED 
WORKSHOP SERIES

The webinar welcomed the 
participation of Mr. Michele D’Ercole 
- Chairman of ICHAM, Mr. Tran 
Thanh Quyet - Executive Director of 
ICHAM, Mrs. Tiziana Fusco - Director 
of AICS, Mr. Marco Delfino - Director 
of Agenzia AdMaiora, Mr. Simone 
Padoan - Representative of Energy 
Environment Global Exchange and 
representatives of more than 20 
Italian enterprises.

On behalf of ICHAM, Mr. Michele 
D’Ercole sincerely expressed an 
optimistic look on Vietnam’s water 

and waste treatment market and 
appealed to Italian enterprises to 
actively research, invest and develop 
the technology in Vietnam to improve 
the country’s pollution situation. 
For the water treatment industry, 
Mr. Quyet Tran - Director Executive 
of ICHAM presented opportunities 
for Italian businesses to participate 
in the Vietwater Expo & Forum 
2023 set to occur in October 2023, 
a promising event that will provide 
Italian businesses input on the market 
for future business orientation and 
investment plan in Vietnam.

On July 11th, the webinar “Vietnam: Market of Water and Waste 
Treatment - Opportunities for Italian Enterprises” took place. This event 
was organized by ICHAM in collaboration with the Italian Agency for 
Development Cooperation (AICS Hanoi).

The project is divided in two parts: online 
mentoring for Italian companies and the 
participation in drafting an in-depth survey 
on Made in Italy issues. The duration of the 
project is 7 months, from May to November 
2023. 

In the first part of the project, ICHAM 
conducted mentoring sessions for two 
Italian firms, one operating in the fruit and 
vegetable field, the other in the lighting 
industry. The companies were provided 
useful information about the Vietnamese 
market, the current situation and the macro 
trends in the sector, operational aspects 
related to export, the level of commercial 
barriers and business strategies. At the end 

of the mentoring, the companies were sent 
information materials, market research and 
some names of Vietnamese operators with 
whom they could possibly start looking for 
cooperation opportunities.  

The second part of the project involves 
participating in the drafting of a survey 
about the Made in Italy brand, aimed 
at understanding the commercial value 
attributed to Made in Italy abroad, 
specifically in Vietnam. The collected 
surveys will be processed and summarized 
with the objectives of sizing the Made in Italy 
sector, quantifying the incremental value 
generated by the brand, understanding and 
delving into the drivers that explain the 
value and distinctive elements of Made in 
Italy abroad, analyzing any sector-specific 
characteristics, identifying investment 
opportunities, and developing strategic 
guidelines for Made in Italy businesses. 
The work includes administering a survey 
to a sample of companies operating in one 
of the following sectors of greater relevance 
for Made in Italy:

• agri-food (production and/or 
distribution) - the most relevant sector 
for Made in Italy in Vietnam.

• furniture and home systems (furniture 
and home accessories, bathroom, office, 
public spaces, commercial spaces, 
outdoor, appliances, lighting appliances).

• fashion sector (clothing, yarns, fabrics, 
lingerie and swimwear, footwear, leather 
goods and tanning, jewelry, eyewear, 
cosmetics, and sporting goods).

• automotive (vehicle production and 
components).

Vietnam: Water and Waste Treatment Market
& Opportunities for Italian Companies”
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Webinar “Acoustic and Partition Systems:
Italian Design for Sustainability”

Under ICHAM Connected Webinar Series, jointly organized by the Italian 
Chamber of Commerce (ICHAM), Vietnam Proud Construction (VPC), 

Slalom: acoustic & partition systems & VDAS Design Association, webinar 
“Acoustic and Partition Systems: Italian Design for Sustainability” was an 
introduction to the acoustic and partition systems with a delicate touch of 
Italian technology. 

The webinar successfully ended with the participation of people from different 
business sectors, including architecture, interior and designs. After the 
opening remark from ICHAM Chairman Mr. Michele D’Ercole, Ms. Elettra 
de Pellegrin, Partner at Slalom: acoustic & partition systems gave a thorough, 
insightful presentation about the acoustic and partition systems and how 
they can affect the surrounding environment – including offices and more. In 
addition, as Italy is one of the leading countries in sustainability and circular 
economy, the webinar also mentioned various techniques on sustainable 
designs and recycled products. The webinar ended with a Q&A session, with 
the participation of Mr. Steven Lu, our partner from VPC Networking.

ICHAM & PARTNERS

ICHAM and ITPC
During the discussion session, ICHAM 
Chairman - Mr. Michele D’Ercole shared 
the activities organized for members 
to help solve their legal problems. 
He mentioned current obstacles that 
investors were facing related to legal 
regulations, including rising cases of 
commercial disputes, existing rules 
overcomplicating the transfer of 
trademark ownership and the procedures 
for setting up even a representative office, 
and so on. To support enterprises, he 
outlined two important coping methods 
that ICHAM adopted: organizing legal 
update seminars and webinars to keep 
members updated with new changes 
in regulation and best practices; 
And consulting ICHAM members in 
advisory sector and Eurocham’s Sector 
Committees when another member faces 
a regulatory issue.

Investment Promotion 
Conference “Improving 
Investment Attraction and 
Proposing Effective Legal 
Solutions for Investors in Ho 
Chi Minh city”

On July 7th, ICHAM Chairman 
participated in The Investment 
Promotion Conference “Improving 
Investment Attraction and Proposing 
Effective Legal Solutions for Investors 
in Ho Chi Minh City” jointly organized 
by The Ho Chi Minh City Investment 
and Trade Promotion Centre 
(ITPC) and Vietnam International 
Arbitration Centre (VIAC).

Mr. Michele D’Ercole, ICHAM Chairman at the conference
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Italy Pavilion at Green Growth Product and Service Exhibition Space 2023 
(Greco 2023)

Within the framework of the 4th annual Ho Chi Minh City Economic Forum, The 
Investment and Trade Promotion Center (ITPC) of the People’s Committee of Ho Chi 
Minh city organizes the Green Growth Product and Service Exhibition Space 2023. 
With the topic “Green growth - A Journey towards Zero Emission”, this exhibition 
aimed to support businesses to introduce and promote green growth products and 
services of Vietnam and other countries through various fields.

To support this initiative, the Italian 
Chamber of Commerce (ICHAM) 
organized the Italy Pavilion by ICHAM, 
with the support of our members and 
partners: Piaggio Vietnam, Ariston 
Vietnam, Datalogic, and Hung Yen 
Knitting and Dyeing Co.Ltd. From 
September 13th to 17th, at Nguyen Hue 
pedestrian street, the Pavilion greeted 
important representatives and guests 
from the government and the Organizing 
Team, as well as curious citizens who 
want to learn more about Italian green 
products.

Webinar “Vietnam: The Market Driver of 
South East Asia after COVID-19”

On September 14th, the Made 
in Vicenza Special Agency, in 
collaboration with the Italian 
Chamber of Commerce in Vietnam 
(ICHAM), organized the Webinar 
“Vietnam: The Market Driver of 
South East Asia after COVID-19”. 
During the webinar, the participants 
were given an overview of the 
Vietnamese market and the export 
opportunities present for the 
Vicenza-based companies.

In particular, ICHAM Chairman 
Mr. Michele d’Ercole and Executive 
Director Mr. Tran Thanh Quyet, 
after having described the 
Vietnamese market, with economic 

data and forecasts, presented 
the opportunities in the sectors 
environment, energy, mechanics 
and construction - considering the 
project and the commitment that 
the Vietnamese government took 
after the COP 26. 

In addition,  the project “Vietnam: 
Capital Goods’’ was presented in the 
webinar. This project is promoted 
by the Made in Vicenza Special 
Agency, and coordinated by ICHAM, 
through which the Vicenza-based 
companies can have the opportunity 
to approach the Vietnamese market, 
by scouting activities and online B2B 
meetings.

Italy Pavilion at Greco 2023
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ICHAM and Hanoi Association of 
Main Industries (HAMI) 

Intra-regional trade conference in the mechanical engineering 
industry by HAMI

On June 30, 2023, the Hanoi Association of Main Industries (HAMI) 
successfully organized an intra-regional trade conference in the mechanical 
engineering industry. The event attracted the participation of 15 businesses 
that were HAMI Members in the industry, creating an environment for 
companies to exchange experiences, expand business networks and seek new 
cooperation opportunities.

Attending the conference were Mr. Le Vinh Son - Chairman of HAMI, 
Chairman of Son Ha Group; Mr. Nguyen Cong Cuong, Vice Chairman of 
HAMI, Chairman of NCC Company and members of the Executive Committee 
of the Association. The honorable guests included Mr. Tran Thanh Quyet - 
ICHAM Executive Director and Ms. Bui Thi Hong Hanh - Vice President of 
Vietnam Association of Supporting Industries (VASI), CEO of NC-Network. 
In addition, the conference had 30 guests representing member businesses 
participating in trade.

Within the framework of the program, the HAMI Executive Committee (BCH) 
assessed the results of the first 6 months of the year and determined the 
direction of tasks for the last 6 months of 2023. After that, representatives from 
businesses also had the opportunity to share ideas and propose solutions to 
promote the sustainable development of the mechanical engineering industry.

Commenting about the conference, Mr. Tran Thanh Quyet stated: “Trade 
exchange in metallurgical and mechanical fields between Vietnam and Italy 
is at approximately 1 billion USD and that there are lots of potential for trade 
cooperation between foreign businesses.”

Opening Ceremony of Hanoi Supporting Industry Exhibition 2023

On August 23rd, Executive Director Mr. Tran Thanh Quyet and Vice Chairman 
Mr. Federico Vasoli represented ICHAM to attend the Opening Ceremony of 
Hanoi Supporting Industry Exhibition 2023, which was co-organized by the 
Hanoi Department of Industry and Trade and HAMI, with the participation of 
more than 250 booths. Participants included large-scale domestic and foreign 
supporting industry enterprises, including key supporting industries such as 
components, spare parts, and high technology production.

Mr. Federico Vasoli, ICHAM Vice Chairman and Mr. Tran Thanh Quyet,
ICHAM Executive Director at the conference

Mr. Tran Thanh Quyet, ICHAM Executive Directorat the conference
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MARKET INFO ICHAM Infographic
Vietnam Socio-Economic Overview in Q2, 2023

Gross domestic product (GDP) in the 3rd 
quarter of 2023 is estimated to increase 
by 5.33% over the same period last year. 
The above growth rate is only higher than 
that of the same period in 2020 and 2021 
(of the 2011-2023 period), however, has a 
positive trend (the 1st quarter increased 
by 3.28%, the 2nd quarter increased 
by 4.05%, the 3rd quarter increased  by 
5.33%). Of which, the agriculture, forestry, 
and fishery sector increased by 3.72%, 
contributing 8.03% to the increase in 
total added value of the entire economy; 

the industrial and construction sector 
increased by 5.19%, contributing 38.63%; 
the service sector increased by 6.24%,  
contributing 53.34%. 

The trade and tourism sectors maintain 
high growth momentum, positively 
contributing to the growth of the service 
sector. The added value of  the service 
sector in the first 9 months of 2023 
increased by 6.32% over the same period 
last year, higher than the increase of 
1.87% and the decrease of 0.05% in the 
same period of 2020 and 2021.
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ICHAM &
MEMBERS

In order to strengthen ICHAM’s connection with members in view of our 15th year 
of companionship with the Italian-Vietnamese business community in Vietnam, 
starting from Quarter 3 2023, ICHAM adopted the new membership management 
system - Glue Up. Glue up is an all-in-one platform that allows ICHAM members to 
actively engage and enjoy all membership benefits. Through Glue Up, members and 
partners can actively follow event news, subscribe membership, manage payment 
and their membership profile, and receive ICHAM e-bulletin.

As one of the most advanced management systems, Glue Up is gaining trust in 
the network of chambers of commerce worldwise and, thus, ICHAM expects this 
new platform to provide support for comprehensive and effective management of 
ICHAM’s activities in general and communication and connection with members 
in particular.

Aside from accessing the website version (https://app.glueup.com/org/ichamvn/) 
using a registered account (to be provided by ICHAM via email), ICHAM members 
can also connect via MyGlue app. Download now at:

Login and connect with ICHAM via Glue Up to receive latest updates on 
ICHAM’s activities.

For more information, kindly contact membership@icham.org.

Connect with ICHAM via
MyGlue app!

https://apps.apple.com/nl/app/my-glue-from-glue-up/id958545893
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.eventbank.android.attendee&hl=en&gl=US&pli=1
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Feature your news on 
ICHAM Platforms

Not only serve as channels for ICHAM to convey market information, 
activities and events, ICHAM’s communication platforms also play as 
a medium for ICHAM members to portray company messages to the 
Italian-Vietnamese business community. 

In order for ICHAM Members to feature company’s news on ICHAM’s 
Newsletter, biweekly e-bulletin and social media, please email 
marcom@icham.org  to receive further instruction.
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HR Asia Award - Best Companies to Work for in Asia 2023’s 
Vietnam Edition

On August 8th, the HR Asia Best Companies to Work for in Asia 
2023’s Vietnam Edition was hosted in Ho Chi Minh city, with 
ICHAM as one of the supporting partners. The award celebrates 
122 companies with the best work environment for their 
employees, with an emphasis on diversity, equity and inclusion.

ICHAM Chairman Mr. Michele D’Ercole participated in the 
award as an award presenter as well as an honored guest. In 
addition, ICHAM’s members Piaggio Vietnam and Danieli 
Vietnam (Industrielle Beteiligung Co., Ltd.) won awards.

Organized by HR Asia Magazine since 2013, HR Asia Award - 
Best Companies to Work for in Asia is the ultimate recognition 
of excellence in the field of human resources across 16 markets 
in Asia.

HR ASIA AWARD
(PIAGGIO AND DANIELI)

On July 12th, ICHAM’s Member Generali Vietnam opened a 
brand new office in Pacific Place, 83B Ly Thuong Kiet, Hanoi. 
The opening ceremony was attended by HE. Antonio Alessandro, 
Ambassador of Italy to Vietnam, Mr. Francesco Arcuri, First 
Secretary - Head of Economic and Commercial Section at the 
Embassy of Italy in Viet Nam, ICHAM’s Vice Chairman Mr. 
Federico Vasoli - who joined the ribbon cutting ceremony, and 
representatives from Generali Vietnam’s Board of Directors, 
departments, and other press agencies.

Congratulations and best wishes to Generali Vietnam at their 
new office!

GENERALI VIETNAM’S
NEW OFFICE OPENING

Mr. Michele D’Ercole, ICHAM Chairman at the award

Generali Vietnam’s New Office in Hanoi
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15TH ANNIVERSARY OF
MEDLAC PHARMA ITALY

EUROCHAM BUSINESS AWARDS

On September 28th, ICHAM partner Medlac Pharma Italy 
organized a ceremony to celebrate their 15th anniversary. 

The event was attended by HE. Ambassador Marco della Seta - 
Embassy of Italy to Hanoi, ICHAM Executive Director Mr. Tran 
Thanh Quyet and other distinguished guests from the government 
and partner companies. 

Medlac Pharma Italy has been producing and distributing 
high-quality pharmaceutical products in Vietnam since 2006, 
contributing to the country’s health sector and social development. 
It has also fostered the cooperation and friendship between 
Vietnam and Italy in various fields, especially in culture, science 
and technology. The company plans to expand its production 
capacity and invest in new technologies to meet the growing 
demand of the market.

Don’t miss the chance to participate in the EuroCham Business 
Awards! This year, to celebrate their 25th anniversary, our partner 
EuroCham will organize the annual Business Awards and Gala 
Dinner in Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh city, with the participation 
of hundreds of guests. This is a night of celebration as everyone 
shines a spotlight on the remarkable achievements and cutting-
edge green innovations of the European business community in 
Vietnam.

The EuroCham Business Awards includes four categories:

* Green Business of the Year

* Business Innovation Award

* SME Excellence Award

* Employer of the Year Award

To enter the awards, please send your request to ICHAM before 
5PM October, 20th 2023 at marcom@icham.org. We will get back 
to you with the necessary information, judging criteria and forms.

Information about the Business Awards

HE. Ambassador Marco della Seta, and Mr. Tran Thanh Quyet,
ICHAM Executive Director at the conference
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HIGHLIGHT 
OF Q4 2023

<<< TIMELINE >>>

OCT

NOV

5Webinar “Italy meets Vietnam” 
by CDP

Time: 5/10/2023
Location: Online

13 Authentic Italian Food in 
Vietnam 2023

Time: 13- 15/11/2023
Location: Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh 
City

Webinar Invest in Italy
Time: November
Location: online

27Workshop with Giacomini
Time: 27/10/2023
Location: Ha Noi.

 Italian Days in Thanh Hóa
Time: November
Location: Thanh Hoa City

15th Year Anniversary of ICHAM
Time: December
Location: TBA

Christmas &
New Year Celebration
Time: December
Location: Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh 
City

10

14

Webinar with Emilia-
Romagna

Time: 10/10/2023
Location: Online

HOST Milano Fair
Time: 13 - 17/10/2023
Location: Milan, Italy

11Italy Pavilion at Vietwater Expo 
& Forum 2023

Time: 11 - 13/07/2023
Location: Ho Chi Minh City
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- BECOME ICHAM MEMBER - 
CONNECT WITH BUSINESSES & 

MAXIMIZE YOUR POTENTIAL

If you are looking for more visibility and wish to reach 
the Italian - Vietnamese business community, contact 

ICHAM!

Join a network of more than 100+ ICHAM Members, 
over 1000+ European Members, and 85 partner 

Chambers in 60 Countries.

If you are interested in ICHAM’S Membership program, 
kindly contact us via email membership@icham.org or

call (+84) 28 3822 4059.

ADVERTISE WITH ICHAM

Your company would like to offer services/products to the 
Italian-Vietnamese community? Sign up now to advertise with 

the ICHAM Member Discount Program!

Contact event@icham.org to receive full details of
ICHAM Member Discount Program..

The Italian Chamber of Commerce in Vietnam

Hanoi: Casa Italia, 18 Le Phung Hieu, Hoan Kiem

HCM: 5th Floor, the Deutsches Haus, 33 Le Duan 
Blvd, District 1, Ho Chi Minh-City Vietnam

Tel:  +84 24 3824 5997 

 +84 28 3822 4059

Email: info@icham.org

Web: www.icham.org

Facebook: www.facebook.com/ichamvn

Instagram: www.instagram.com/icham_vietnam

Linkedln: vn.linkedin.com/in/ichamvietnam

Youtube: ICHAM Connected Channel

https://www.youtube.com/@ICHAMConnected

